DIALOGUE WITH THE DEAF = PROFESSIONAL INTERPRETATION
What You Need To Know
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In discussions with medical professionals, Deaf persons
are often not fully included because the need for
professional sign language interpreters is overlooked.
Service providers need to be knowledgeable of unique
communication needs of the Deaf and the right
to have an interpreter of their choice.

Barrier free communication allows the Deaf full
inclusion and equal access to information to make
well informed decisions in their health care. The key
is to communicate effectively by removing barriers
that limit access to care & information.
Access to interpreters benefits both
Deaf and hearing people.
Chantale LeClerc, CEO Champlain LHIN

FACTS about DEAFNESS
• Deafness affects a person’s ability to communicate with health care professionals
who may lack understanding and empathy to their specific needs
• Some Deaf can speak and speechread however, only 30% of English words
can be lipread
• Do not assume that your entire message is understood
• Most Deaf prefer an in-person, qualified interpreter who can communicate
in their first language, ensuring accuracy of messages
• KNOW if the person prefers sign language or other ways to communicate
• When using an interpreter, speak to the patient not the interpreter
• Clear visual field is important, such as good lighting
• Clear alert needed on the front of Deaf patients’ files so staff know
the patient is Deaf

LEGAL RULINGS

FACTS about SIGN LANGUAGE

• The law on when interpreters must be provided is clear. Supreme Court
of Canada’s Eldridge v B.C. case mandated that hospitals and medical
professionals provide interpretation services when they’re needed. “The
court was clear that using friends and relations raises conflict-ofinterest problems, and using unqualified interpreters raises legal
and ethical problems in terms of accuracy,”

• Communication is more than spoken, written or signed words. Body
language and facial expressions are crucial elements and communicate
thoughts and messages
• American Sign Language (ASL) and langue des signes Québécoise
(LSQ) are separate languages, with their own vocabulary, grammar,
syntax and culture, not a visual representation of English or French
• ASL or LSQ is the first language for many Deaf and doesn’t have a
commonly used written form
• English or French are second languages
• Note writing is not the best way to communicate

• The Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act, (AODA) 2005 –
proposes improved accessibility
• Accessible Canada Act introduced June 2018. Adds to existing
rights and protection

IMPORTANCE of USING PROFESSIONAL, QUALIFIED INTERPRETERS WHO:
•
•
•
•

Ensure full and accurate two-way communication
Can interpret non-verbal communication
Keep everything discussed confidential
Navigate various levels of comprehension

This poster produced by Ottawa Deaf Health Care Team (ODHCT) volunteers is to help you access information.

•
•
•
•

Are a better option than technical devices, especially when discussing major medical problems
Are not involved in the conversation but transmit what is said between speakers
Have well-rounded professional and life experiences, training and cultural exposure
Are members of and follow the Code of Ethics of CASLI or AQILS

Contact: deafhealthcareteam@gmail.com

Information, resources: www.donsdream.ca

